
PackML & ID Technology
Labeling Systems

Packaging Machine Language (PackML) defines a common 
approach, or machine language, for packing machines.  The 
primary benefits being to encourage a common “look and 
feel” across a plant floor, and to enable, encourage and 
focus on industry innovation.

PackML has been adopted as a standard by Pro Mach, Inc., 
ID Technology’s parent company. 
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PackML & ID Technology

The PackML specification was authored by the Packaging 
Workgroup of The Organization for Machine Automation and 
Control (OMAC), an industry group looking to maximize the 
business value of packaging machinery.

PackML provides equipment manufacturers with a structured 
controls programming philosophy and customers with a 
standardized look and feel of the machine HMI (Human 
Machine Interface).

PackML reduces operator training since the controls of each 
packaging machine are immediately familiar, with common 
error reporting and screen layouts.

In addition by standardizing machine mode, states and tags, 
PackML allows for communication between systems, both 
within the modules of a machine and other machines on a 
packaging line -  regardless of the brand of controls that is 
used. 

PackML has been adopted by the International Society of 
Automation (ISA) as TR88.00.02, so it is now a global standard. 

Many forward thinking companies (P&G, Nestle, Abbott Labs, 
for example) have been involved in designing PackML and are 
already using it. 

At ID Technology, our Model 255 Label Printer Applicator, 
is designed to be PackML compliant as are our LSI Labeling 
Systems, when they are fitted with an Allen Bradley PLC and 
HMI. 

Is PackML right for you? Your ID Technology Labeling Specialist can help 
you find out!

Resources
OMAC Website: www.omac.org
Pro Mach’s Mark Ruberg PackML Podcast

LSI labeling systems offer PackML 
compliance, in accordance with Pro Mach’s 
controls standards.

ID Technology Model 255 Label Printer Applicator with PackML 
compliant controls
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http://www.omac.org
http://www.packworld.com/controls/omac/pro-machs-comprehensive-packml-strategy-win-win
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